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Certificate in Improvement Science (Online)
The certificate in Improvement Science will prepare administrators and teachers to design and enact
continuous improvement processes at the classroom, school, and district-level. The online certificate
will prepare classroom teachers, school administrators, and district leaders to develop iterative
performance tests using Plan-Do-Study-Act cycles that enable rapid problem identification and
intervention in response to locally derived performance measures. Students who complete the online
certificate will become specialists in using improvement science as one approach to continuous
educational improvement.
Certificate Requirements (12 cr.)





A600 Problems in Educational Leadership (3 cr.)
A629 Data-Informed Decision Making for School Leaders (3 cr.)
A671 Planning and Change in Educational Organizations (3 cr.)
A695 Practicum in Educational Leadership (3 cr.) or A785 Internship in Educational Leadership (3
cr.)

Proposal for 2018-19 Graduate Bulletin
For GSC Meeting 3/28/18
Matthew Boots

Online Graduate Certificate in Improvement Science
Indiana University Bloomington
(Planned for delivery in spring 2019)
Rationale
The Educational Leadership faculty at Indiana University Bloomington, proposes a 12.0 credit
online Graduate Certificate in Improvement Science to prepare administrators and teachers to
design and enact continuous improvement processes at the classroom, school, and district-level.
The proposed online graduate certificate will prepare classroom teachers, school administrators,
and district leaders to develop iterative performance tests using Plan-Do-Study-Act cycles that
enable rapid problem identification and intervention in response to locally derived performance
measures. Students who complete the online certificate will become specialists in using
improvement science as one approach to continuous educational improvement.
The rationale for this certificate emerges from changing conditions within K-12 education.
Schools and school districts face increasing pressure to improve both academic achievement and
operational efficiency. Thus, educational administrators and classroom teachers are increasingly
motivated to pursue professional learning activities that introduce them to continuous
improvement practices that lead to demonstrable changes in educational outcomes. Improvement
science represents one emerging model for continuous improvement in the field of education
(Bryk, Gomez, Grunow, & LeMahieu, 2015). Improvement science is a multidisciplinary concept
that integrates ideas borrowed from the fields of health care, business, and manufacturing.
Improvement science supports school improvement by helping front-line employees, such as
teachers and principals, develop iterative performance tests that motivate sustained change. Not
surprisingly, improvement science in K-12 education fundamentally relates to the improvement of
teaching and learning.
Scholars argue that improvement science has the potential to drive meaningful changes in the
nation’s schools as well as other educational organizations, such as colleges and universities
(LeMahieu, et al., 2017). The development of an online graduate certificate in improvement
science thus presents several opportunities for IUB and the School of Education, specifically. First,
it expands and complements the IU Bloomington Educational Leadership Program’s existing
online offerings. Second, it creates opportunities to support school improvement initiatives in
Indiana school corporations. Third, the certificate and our online delivery model expands
opportunities to support small, rural schools and school districts that are currently not served by
other institutions promoting continuous improvement processes. Fourth, the online certificate
represents an opportunity for students who pursue their degree at IUB to continue their IU
educational experience and thus contribute to continued credit generation. Finally, the certificate
will position IUB as the hub for networked school improvement in the state and region.
The Curriculum and Credit Hours
A student must complete four courses (12 credit hours) to fulfill the requirements of the
Graduate Certificate in Improvement Science. All of the courses will be offered online and taught
by faculty or uniquely qualified adjuncts in Educational Leadership. Table 1 illustrates the
proposed course sequence for this program.
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Table 1.
Proposed Course Sequence and Credit Load for Online Graduate Certificate
Course Title
A600 Problems in Educational Leadership
A629 Data-Informed Decision-Making for School Leaders
A671 Planning and Change in Educational Organizations
A695 Practicum in Educational Leadership or
A785 Internship in Educational Leadership
Total Credits

Credit Hours
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
12.0

Admission Criteria
Admission to the certificate program requires a student to submit the following:
•
•

•
•
•

Personal Statement. A 750-word personal statement that addresses the student’s prior
experience leading improvement effort in their school, district, or other educational
organization as well as their interests in improving educational organizations writ large.
Letters of Recommendation. Two letters of recommendation from individuals who can
speak to the candidate’s leadership potential and recent experience leading
improvement initiatives. One letter must be from a current supervisor, such as a
principal, superintendent, or school board member.
Official Undergraduate Transcript. Undergraduate degree from an accredited
institution with a minimum G.P.A. of 3.0
Official Graduate Level Transcript. One official transcript for every institution of
higher education you have attended for 9 credit hours or more
International Applicants. International applicants must provide an official report of
current TOEFL scores (less than 2 years old). Students must have a TOEFL score of
550 or higher for the written version, 213 or higher for the computer-based version, or
79 or higher for the internet-based version.

Learning Objectives
The certificate program will provide students with opportunities to learn about
improvement science and more broadly continuous improvement initiatives in educational
organizations. Students who complete this certificate will:
1. Understand how improvement science relates to teaching and learning in schools and
districts
2. Understand leaders’ roles and responsibilities designing improvement processes that
support teaching and learning improvement
3. Analyze problems of practice that have historically or chronically prevented teaching and
learning improvement
4. Apply and relate six principles of improvement to leadership in school, district, and
organizational settings;
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5. Design Plan-Do-Study-Act cycles that are consistent with and responsive to a clearly
defined problem of practice
6. Interpret data related to change initiatives that accurately reflects reform progress
7. Assess the value of practical measures and localized data sources
8. Evaluate and test interventions as part of a Plan-Do-Study-Act cycle
9. Explore strategies leaders use facilitate the establishment, spread, and deepening of
networked improvement communities
10. Analyze the appropriateness of leadership strategies for managing variation in continuous
improvement efforts
11. Understand the strategies used by leaders to engage stakeholders in the change process
Throughout the courses offered in this certificate, students will be exposed to six curricular
domains that broadly relate to the principles of improvement science articulated by Bryk, et al.
(2015). Within this certificate, these six curricular domains will serve as a conceptual framework
that is designed to align course content, discussions, and in-class activities. The six domains
include:
•

•

•

Domain 1. Identifying Problems and Key Stakeholders. Central to the work of
continuous improvement is a leader’s ability to accurately identify problems, barriers to
improvement, and stakeholders who must be engaged in the improvement effort. Courses
within this certificate will thus support students’ learning about the underlying sources of
educational problems and historical achievement inequities, strategies or techniques
leaders use to identify problems, data and/or evidence that supports problem identification,
how leaders articulate potential theories of action (a compelling rationale for
improvement), and strategies to engage relevant stakeholders. Discussions will focus on
the nature of problems in the student’s school or district as well as the history associated
with the problem.
Domain 2. Identifying Systems and Sub-Systems. Educational problems are often nested
in organizational systems. Unpacking and articulating the influence of these systems is thus
an important aspect of continuous improvement. Courses within this certificate will thus
introduce students to systems thinking. Discussions will focus on the process of identifying
systems using archetypes, the role of leverage in promoting system behavior, and the ways
in which systems reinforce the status quo. Throughout these course, students will be
introduced to systems commonly found in educational organizations, particular those
relevant to educational operations and instructional delivery.
Domain 3. Practical Measures of Progress. Improvement at scale requires monitoring
the implementation of change and reform initiatives. To support this effort, courses in this
certificate will focus on the use of practical measures to help leaders guide their day-today, week-to-week, and month-to-month decision-making about the scope of change
initiatives. In particular, the courses in this certificate will emphasis the use of formative
assessment data and classroom based evidence to shape school-level decision-making.
Discussions will focus on data collection and analysis that is consistent with daily
educational decision-making. More particularly, this discussion will focus on the
connections between improvement science and practices referred to as data-driven (or datainformed) decision-making.
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•

•

•

Domain 4. Understanding the Role of Variation in Implementation. Educational
reform resides within the context of dynamic organizations. As such, variation is assumed
to be a common element of reform initiatives. The courses within this certificate will assist
leaders in understanding and identifying how variation contributes to inequitable and
inconsistent performance outcomes. Specifically, courses will help students identify
leadership strategies that can be used to positively manage variation such that it supports
expanded understanding of the problems the leaders intend to address. Discussions will
relate to the role of complexity, conflict, organizational politics, power, and
personal/organizational agendas within the context of educational reform initiatives. In
particular, these concepts will help explain why variation exists and what leaders can do to
mitigate it.
Domain 5. Formulating Disciplined Inquiry Processes (Plan, Do, Study, Act Cycles).
Continuous improvement assumes that leaders are engaged in a process of disciplined
inquiry. To support this process, improvement science scholars advocate for the use of
rapidly developed and implemented Plan-Do-Study-Act Cycles or PDSA. Courses within
this certificate will thus focus on developing these cycles in response to a clearly articulated
problem of practice. Discussions will focus on designing a PDSA, developing interventions
that can be tested and improved, how to use practical measures to assess progress, and what
to do if interventions fail to achieve their desired or intended results. Information presented
about PDSAs will be used as part of a culminating project required as part of the practicum
(A695 or A785) experience.
Domain 6. Adopting Strategies to Accelerate and Sustain Improvement. Continuous
improvement assumes that leaders take actions to accelerate and sustain improvement over
time. These actions require leaders to establish a culture of collaboration within their
schools, work with leaders in other educational organizations as part of a network, and
adopt processes for sharing information across schools or districts facing similar
challenges. Courses within this certificate will thus emphasize the use of networked
improvement communities as a means for accelerating, sustaining, and deepening
improvement. Discussions will focus on the process of chartering an improvement
network, engaging members in the network, developing a performance contract, and
working collaboratively to ensure that information and learning(s) are shared among
network members.

Online Program Delivery
The certificate will use four existing online courses (e.g., A600, A629, A671, and A695 or
A785). Thus, the assessments used will be the same as those already offered in existing online or
face-to-face courses. For example, in each of these courses students must complete projects aligned
to a specific organizational problem, improvement goal, or reform process. We intend to use these
assignments as a basis for assessment in the certificate program. In addition, we plan to routinely
revise the program. To do so, we will survey students who complete the certificate program to
determine how they use the improvement processes described in the program in their practice.
Based on this feedback, we will improve courses and assignments to better support the needs of
the field. A chief goal for this certificate is to be responsive to the changing needs of educational
organizations and the shifting expectations, approaches, and thinking about their improvement.
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Demand for Program and Targeted Students
The State of Indiana will be our primary market for this graduate certificate; however, we
plan to recruit students from across the United States and internationally through our existing
online programs. We anticipate that the certificate will fulfill Continuing Education Unit (CEU)
credit hours and thus will attract individuals who are interested in this certificate as a form of
continued professional learning. We will augment the program’s enrollment by establishing
partnerships with Indiana school corporations that will introduce district-based cohorts of students
within the context of our online program model. The online format will support working
professionals. Based on our previous experience with online program delivery, educators who are
working full-time appreciate the flexibility of an online learning environment and educators
working in rural/remote locations value increased access to IU’s nationally ranked program. We
believe that many of the students who complete the certificate in Indiana could be recruited into
our hybrid Ed.D. Program in Educational Leadership. If accepted to other IU degree programs,
students could request that the certificate courses be used toward earning subsequent IU degrees.
The courses selected for this certificate will count in full toward the Ed.D. in Educational
Leadership.
Although not our primary audience, we also believe that students in Higher Education &
Student Affairs, Instructional Systems Technology, the Kelley School of Business, School of
Public and Environmental Affairs, School of Public Health, School of Medicine, and other
professional disciplines might be interested in this new certificate program. We think this is
especially true given the interdisciplinary nature of improvement science and its prominence in
fields outside of education. We anticipate that the launch of this certificate will thus expand the
Educational Leadership Program’s reach into new markets for increased student enrollment.
Importantly, this certificate supports the campus and departmental mission to provide
enhanced access to educational opportunities. The Educational Leadership Program actively
encourages students to participate in leadership activities that support improved academic
achievement by focusing on the provision of powerful, equitable teaching and learning. In offering
this new certificate program, the program hopes to assist teachers and administrators in acquiring
a more robust understanding of leadership actions that support improvement in education, how to
engage in these actions individually and as part of a collective, and how to advocate for the needs
of students and schools where additional resources or support are needed.
Resources
The Graduate Certificate will require a combination of existing and new resources. Existing
resources are sufficient to launch the certificate and support the initial development of the program.
Initial program marketing efforts can be supported with existing staff housed in the Dean’s office.
Teaching assignments related to the certificate can be covered by existing program faculty
provided cohorts are offered on an annual basis and total program enrollment does not exceed 15
students per cohort. The Educational Leadership Program has two educational leadership faculty
members with relevant expertise: Dr. Mónica Byrne-Jiménez (associate professor) and Dr. Chad
Lochmiller (assistant professor). Both faculty members have a Doctorate in Educational
Leadership and extensive experience working with K-12 schools on issues relating to instruction,
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operations, governance, and policy. Most importantly, both have worked with school districts to
support improvement efforts.
Additional resources will be necessary when the certificate program’s total enrollment exceeds
existing faculty and program capacity. Current resource allocation levels will thus be reviewed
periodically by faculty and additional resources will be discussed in consultation with the
administration of the School of Education as growth demands. We anticipate these resources may
include additional clinical or tenure track faculty lines in Educational Leadership, a graduate
student working on an hourly basis or graduate assistant with fee remission, financial stipends to
compensate for increased program administration responsibilities, and funding to support outreach
and partnership development consistent with the aims of networked improvement.
Importantly, the initial cohort of this certificate will be financially supported by the EvansvilleVanderburgh School Corporation. Other school corporations have already expressed similar
interest in supporting this initiative. Thus, we assert that there is sufficient demand among school
corporation partners to partially offset the cost of program delivery.
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Indiana University Office of Online Education Online Academic Program Initial Request Form
To be completed by the proposing campus
1. Date: March 22, 2018
2. Campus: Bloomington
3. School/Academic Unit: School of Education
4. Department: Educational Leadership and Policy Studies
5. Program Title: Certificate in Improvement Science
6. Program Type: Certificate
7. Graduate/Undergraduate: Graduate
8. Type of Request: Certificate-Stand Alone
9.

Percentage of courses in program which will be delivered online: 100

For definitions please see: https://uaa.iu.edu/academic/ooe/docs/definitions.pdf
10. Will this program also be delivered in an on-campus (i.e., <50% of courses are online) format?
No

11. Does the online program require a clinical, practicum, or internship that will take place
in a student’s home state? Yes
12. Does this program lead to licensure?

No

13. Describe how offering this program online will benefit the campus.
The Certificate in Improvement Science will help position IUB as the leading provider and hub of support for training, implementation,
and expansion of the use of improvement science. As such, it will create opportunities to directly support the needs of K-12 educators and
school districts. In providing this support online, the certificate will allow IUB to offer support to educators working in rural/remote
locations where access to continuing professional education can be limited.

13. How many credit hours will the program require?
12.0 credit hours

14. List 4-7 of the program's key learning outcomes.
1. Understand how improvement science relates to teaching and learning in schools and districts
2. Understand leaders’ roles and responsibilities designing improvement processes that support teaching and learning improvement
3. Apply and relate six principles of improvement to leadership in school, district, and organizational settings
4. Design Plan-Do-Study-Act cycles that are consistent with and responsive to a clearly defined problem of practice
5. Interpret data related to change initiatives that accurately reflects reform progress
6. Assess the value of practical measures and localized data sources
7. Evaluate and test interventions as part of a Plan-Do-Study-Act cycle

15. Describe the student audience that will be targeted for this program.
The State of Indiana will be our primary market for this graduate certificate; however, we plan to recruit students from across the United
States and internationally through our existing online programs. We anticipate that the certificate will fulfill Continuing Education Unit
(CEU) credit hours and thus will attract individuals who are interested in this certificate as a form of continued professional learning.
Although not our primary audience, we also believe that students in Higher Education & Student Affairs, Instructional Systems
Technology, the Kelley School of Business, School of Public and Environmental Affairs, School of Public Health, School of Medicine,
and other professional disciplines might be interested in this new certificate program. We think this is especially true given the
interdisciplinary nature of improvement science and its prominence in fields outside of education.

16. List the programs at your campus or other IU campuses that are similar to this program and note whether
they are offered on campus, online, or both.
To our knowledge, there are currently no programs with an explicit focus on Improvement Science on the IUB or other IU campuses. We
see this as a new market for the School of Education.

17. Describe the program review plan and any plans for acquiring/maintaining program accreditation.
The program will be reviewed every three years using data derived through existing program evaluation processes (e.g., course
evaluations, grade distributions, student focus groups, etc.). This periodic review will be conducted by faculty who teach in the program
and will engage practitioners in the field. We anticipate that findings from this review will drive changes and reforms in the program,
clarification of curricular objectives, and updates to assignments and learning activities.

18. Describe the evidence for student and/or employer demand for the proposed degree. (If a new program, you
may use the information from #2.c. in the ICHE checklist.
This program is being developed in response to requests from school corporations in the State of Indiana. Specifically, the
Evansville-Vanderburgh School Corporation (EVSC) has asked IUB to develop this program to support its needed related to continuous
improvement. EVSC has been participating with faculty from the School of Education as one of 11 sites competitively selected by the
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching to develop and expand the use of improvement science. EVSC has committed to
fully funding a cohort of 15 participants in this certificate program. In addition, recent legislative activity in the Indiana General
Assembly (e.g., HB1398) support recognizing coalitions of school corporations that are committed to continuous improvement processes
found within this program. We believe that the combination of school corporation interest, funding commitments, and policy activity
warrants the development of this certificate program.

19. What are the expected tuition and fees of the proposed program?
The program will use current graduate tuition rates for the School of Education and include any associated fees. A discounted tuition rate
may be offered to school corporation partners at the discretion of the Dean.

20. Of the faculty and staff required to offer this program, how many are in place now, and how many will be
added? If adding faculty, how many will be full time, and how many part-time? (If a new program, you may
use the information from #3.a.1 in the ICHE checklist "Faculty and Staff.")
The certificate will require a combination of existing and new resources. Existing resources are sufficient to launch the certificate and
support the initial development of the program. The Educational Leadership Program has two educational leadership faculty members
with relevant expertise: Dr. Mónica Byrne-Jiménez (associate professor) and Dr. Chad Lochmiller (assistant professor). Both full-time
faculty members have a Doctorate in Educational Leadership and extensive experience working with K-12 schools on issues relating to
instruction, operations, governance, and policy. Most importantly, both have worked with school districts to support improvement
efforts. Teaching assignments related to the certificate can be covered by these faculty provided cohorts are offered on an annual basis
and total program enrollment does not exceed 15 students per cohort. Additional faculty resources will be necessary should the
certificate program’s total enrollment exceed existing faculty and program capacity. Current resource allocation levels will thus be
reviewed periodically by faculty and additional resources will be discussed in consultation with the administration of the School of
Education as growth demands. We anticipate these resources may include additional clinical or tenure track faculty lines in Educational
Leadership.

21. Online Program Contact Information (Name, Title, Department, Email and Phone):
Chad Lochmiller, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Educational Leadership & Policy
Department of Educational Leadership & Policy Studies
clochmil@indiana.edu
(812) 856-8235

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Boots, Matthew
Boots, Matthew
RE: Grad Cert in Improvement Science for next GSC Meeting
Friday, March 23, 2018 10:11:59 AM

From: Lochmiller, Chad Richard
Sent: Wednesday, March 7, 2018 9:12 AM
To: Boots, Matthew <mboots1@iu.edu>; Chung, Y. Barry <chungyb@indiana.edu>
Cc: Byrne-Jimenez, Monica C. <mcbyrnej@iu.edu>; Danns, Dionne A <ddanns@indiana.edu>
Subject: Grad Cert in Improvement Science for next GSC Meeting
Importance: High
Barry and Matt,
Faculty in the Department of Educational Leadership and Policy Studies have approved the attached
proposal for a Graduate Certificate in Improvement Science (GCIS) - 16 faculty in the department
voted in favor of the proposal and 1 faculty member abstained. We are thus bringing this proposal to
you to add to the next Graduate Studies Committee meeting.
Can you please confirm the date/time/location of the GSC meeting?
Thanks so much,
Chad

Department of Instructional Systems Technology
School of Education
201 N. Rose Avenue
Bloomington, IN 47405
April 23, 2018
To Whom It May Concern:
I have been asked to review the proposal for a new graduate certificate program in
Improvement Science proposed by the Educational Leadership faculty in the School of
Education. This program consists of a three-course sequence of courses that are already
being offered by Educational Leadership, combined with a three-credit practicum or
internship. The target audience for the proposed certificate program are K-12 school
leaders primarily in Indiana. The coursework will be offered entirely online, thus the
audience may be able to expand beyond Indiana in the future. In the proposal, the
faculty also state that there may be some interest from students in the Instructional
Systems Technology (IST), Higher Education and Student Affairs (HESA), and Kelly
School of Business programs.
While there is some minor overlap in terms of concepts covered in the coursework with
the current IST graduate certificate and masters programs (e.g., needs analysis, systems,
design and evaluation), these commonalities are minimal. In fact, many of the students
in our IST program also have a major interest in educational leadership, so I see this
program as being particularly attractive to our EdD students who may wish to minor in
Educational Leadership (and specifically Improvement Science).
Therefore, the IST department supports this proposal for a new graduate certificate
program in Improvement Science without reservation. If you have any questions, please
feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,

Thomas A. Brush, Ph.D.
Barbara B. Jacobs Chair in Education and Technology
Department Chair, Instructional Systems Technology

From: "McGuire, Michael" <mcguirem@indiana.edu>
Date: April 18, 2018 at 12:22:10 PM EDT
To: "Lochmiller, Chad Richard" <clochmil@indiana.edu>
Cc: "clochmil@iu.edu" <clochmil@iu.edu>
Subject: RE: Graduate Certificate in Improvement Science - SPEA Overlap?
Hi Chad,
SPEA has no concerns about overlap or duplication with this proposed certificate. It seems to be an
important certificate for the School of Education.
If you need a formal letter, let me know. I’m happy to do so.
Michael
Michael McGuire
Professor and Executive Associate Dean for Bloomington
School of Public and Environmental Affairs
Room 300
Indiana University
1315 E. Tenth Street
Bloomington, IN 47405
mcguirem@indiana.edu
Ph: 812-855-5058
Fax: 812-855-6234

